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Marine Atlantic Inc. chooses Imtech Marine/Radio
Holland ship to shore VSAT solution for Canadian ferries

Marine Atlantic Inc. (MAI) selected Imtech Marine Canada to replace its ship to shore wireless
communication system. Given a short timeframe, installation took place in just three weeks.
Owned by the Canadian government, Marine Atlantic Inc. operates four of the largest ferries
in North America and sails between the Provinces of Newfoundland and Labrador and Nova
Scotia on a daily basis.

In the government tender for the contract Marine Atlantic Inc. requested a ‘reliable, up-to-date and
scalable ship to shore communications platform. Imtech Marine, through its service and
navigation/communication brand Radio Holland, provided a completely integrated system - the
hardware, but also the VSAT and a backup Fleet Broad Band Satellite Airtime.

“When we began the RFP process, one of our key objectives was to not only find a service provider
but a business partner; a company we felt could support our existing vessel communication needs,
also providing strategic advice and input as we continue to modernize many of our business
processes across the fleet,” said Colin Tibbo, CIO of Marine Atlantic Inc. “Our service needs will
continue to evolve as we work to strengthen onboard services to both customers and crew and we
will continue to look to Imtech/Radio Holland for their expertise to ensure we have the systems in
place to support our business.”

Henk VanHeuveln, Area Manager at Imtech Marine Canada, comments: “The Imtech Marine
Managed Solution ensures that MAI has 100% coverage - from dock to dock.”

Adaptable, private VSAT network
Marine Atlantic Inc. has its own private network and doesn’t share the bandwidth with other
companies. A big advantage of the Private VSAT Network is that it is completely adaptable; if one
ship makes a longer trip, it is easy to give more bandwidth to this particular vessel.

Reliable PoS terminals
Additionally, the new system ensures that the Point of Sale terminals on board (debit/credit card
machines) are reliable and are always available for customers.

Pre-engineering
Imtech Marine/Radio Holland worked very closely with the IT/IM Department of MAI and pre-
engineered the complete system in its Halifax office beforehand. This meant that it was possible to

http://imtechmarine.m1.mailplus.nl/nct1732418/9NqdCmsg9WnYjSi


install the systems while the vessels carried out their regular operations.

Through its service and navigation/communication brand Radio Holland, Imtech Marine has worked
closely with Marine Atlantic Inc. since 2011 when it started maintaining the navigation and
communication systems on all four ferries.

Note for the editorial board:
For more specific information please contact Imtech Marine, Annet Boers, Senior Corporate
Communications Manager; annet.boers@imtechmarine.com.

About Imtech Marine
Imtech Marine (headquarters in Rotterdam) is a leading company in the global maritime market,
operating as a full-service provider and system integrator of tailor-made, innovative and sustainable
technology solutions covering the whole ship. Imtech Marine specialises in automation (platform and
engine room), navigation, communication and connectivity solutions, propulsion systems, power
generation and distribution, HVAC (heating, ventilation and air conditioning), ship motion control,
information technology, entertainment and port services. Imtech Marine provides innovative systems
and reliable maintenance services around the world during the full lifetime of the ship. The company
employs approx. 2,400 staff at almost 100 offices in 30 countries, based along shipping routes and
close to shipbuilding centres.
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Blue-Putees-188: Ferry Blue Putees from Marine Atlantic Inc.
IMG_9954: Ferry Highlanders from Maritime Atlantic Inc.
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